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ANALYSIS OF CONTROL CONCEPTS FOR GAS AND SHAFT-COUPLED V/STOL AIRCRAFT LIFT FAN SYSTEMS

James F. Sellers, Glint E. Hart, and James R. Mihaloew
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio

Abstract variable fan inlet guide vanes, j"

V/STOL alrcraft rely on their propulsion sys- 1_e objective of this study was to identify the
I

tams to provide 11ft and attitude control mOments basic steady-state and dynamic characteristics of

during hover and low-speed flight. For llft-fan the gas and shaft-coupled llft fan systems, and to

powered V/STOL aircraft, two unconventional propul- assess their ability to meet V/STOL aircraft re-

alan system types have been proposed. The first quirements. To meet the study objective, it was

type uses fans connected by hot gas ducting, and desirable to analyzp the slmplest propulsion con-

the second type uses fans connected by cross shaft- figurations which still displayed the basic charac-

ing. This paper presents results of an analytical teristlcs of each control concept. Therefore, only

study which identifies the basic steady-state and two-engine systems (figures I and 2) were analyzed. 1 f

dynamic characteristics for each type of system. The two outputs were assumed to be llft (collective

For the gee-coupled system, the control concepts thrust) and control moment (thrust difference) about _

analyzed were varlable-area fan turbines and throt- a single aircraft axis. The control _ment could be
tllng valves in the ductlng. For the shaft-coupled a pitching or rolling moment depending on aircraft _

system, the control concepts analyzed were variable- configuration.
pitch fans and variable fan inlet guide vanes. All

of these concepts are shown to be capable of meeting The analysis for each system was performe_

: V/STOL aircraft control moment and transient re- using digital computer simulations which predict

sponse requirements when appropriate propulsion both dynamic and steady-state behavior of the pro-

controls are used. Each type of system has unique pulslon systems under study. The analysis is con-

problem •reas which require an Integrated appro•ch fined to the hovering and low-speed flight envelope i

: to alrcraft/propulsion control design, of V/STOL aircraft, since this is where the propul-
sion control requirements are unconventional. The

Introduction analysis is also confined to normal operation. For _

completeness, failure-compensation aspects of each i " '_i pass ratio turbofan engines have shown premise for i

V/STOL transport aircraft powered by high by- system are discussed qualitatively.

meeti_ the requirements of civil and military mls- Figure 3 shows schematically the elemeats of a

siena which call for long cruise range, large pay- typlcal V/STOL alrcraft/propulsion control system.
Io•ds, and independence from extenslve ground-baaed In general, a complete analysis of the V/STOL con-

airport facilities. Mission studies have shown that trol problem should include all of these elements _"
using • m/al/_n_ number of propulsion units i• hnpor- at once, since they interact strongly. However,

• tent in reducing operating cost. To accomplish the scope of this paper is confined to the elements
this, the smse engines must be used for cruise pro- inside the dotted line in figure 3 - the propulsion
puleion, lift. and attitude control in hover. The system and its controls. Such a study is a neces-

requireseut for attitude -_ontrol, in particular, sary step toward understanding overall system be-
places n_ de_mds on _he propulsion control sys- havior.
ttl.

V/STOL Propulsion Control Requirements
' Th£e paper dlscueees control concepts for two _,

unconventinnal propulsion system types which have Before discussing propulsion control require-

been proposed for the V/STOL application. The ments which are unique to the V/STOL application,
first type of system is referred to as a "gas- it is worth noting the major require_ents for any

_ coupled" system and is shown in figure I. The propulsion control system. Apart fr _ regulating
system consists of t_p or more gas generators and the output-thrust-of the engines at the requested

two or more llft/crulse fans connected by hot gas level, a major function of a propulsion control
" ducting. In this type of sy:tem, a "gas generator" system is to protect the engines from potentially

is • single-spool turbo•e" _i_e _hich supplies damaging operating conditions. The most common

hot gas to drive the fan turblne_. The second protective functions performed by propulsion con-
type of system is referred to as a "shaft-coupled" trol systems are the prevention of compressor or
system (flsurs 2) and consists of t,_o or more tur- fan surge, rotor overspeeds, end overtemperature
bofan engines com.sctnd by cross sh•ftlng, of hot-sectlon components such as emabuetors and

turbines, As will be shown, these limits are usu-

Cas_Coupled lift-fan sy.,t_s _rs fire: invts- ally critical in deteruining the ability of a
_- til_tod in tim 1960's and su,_r•l different control Siren propulsion system to meet V/STOL roquirenenti.

' concepts have bean proposed for thin (reSt 1-7).

This study /JI coofined to _ of t .hose concepts. For VlSTOL aircraft /n hovering and lo_-epeed
The first concept mploys var_abl_-nr_ fan tur- flight, propulsion control requirsmmte are more

•: hines and the second mploys t.brottling valves in cc_lex than for conventional aircraft. A V/$TOL

' the dueti_ systeu. Shaft-coupled turbofans are a pr._puls/on control syst_ should Senerally be de-
_' rncent innovation, and variable-fitch fans are the signed to meat the following pales

only control concept for the ,_h,_t-_m_pled system

which him bean _t/_sted frets _,9). Th/s 1. }hminine available lift (collective thrust)

_, paper analyses both varlabls-_Itch fens and
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- 2. Maximize available moment (thrust differ- takeoff condition selected for this study. The re-

ence) sults of the analysis are normalized with respect [

to the values shown in table i. Details of the an-

3. Minimize response time for collective and alytlca] model are given in reference 5. /

differential thrust changes
Variable-Area Fan TurbiheS. - One of the earll-

The first goal is desirable since maximum llft est control concepts proposed for gas-coupled llft

implies maximum payload. Maxlmlzing differential fans is the varlable-area turbine concept (ref i).

thrust capability is also desirable since it im- It was selected for analysis in this study because

plies flexibility to meet the requirements of dlf- varlable-area turbine technology is presently being ,_
ferent aircraft configurations. Figure 4 shows developed under the Air Force/Navy Joint Technology

estimated roll-axls differential thrust require- Demonstrator Engine (JTDE) program. Present-day i

ments for several aircraft of different gross turbine technology may render this concept more at-

weight (refs 9-12). For most aircraft configure- tractive today than in the mld-1960's when it was
tlons, roll-axis control requires more differen- first investigated.

: tial thrust than pltch-axls control, and therefore

imposes the most demanding requirement. The band A turbine consists of many small nozzles which
o ¢ typical requirements shown in figure 4 is used accelerate the incoming flow before it impinges on

throughout this study as a guideline for assessing the turbine rotor. The effective flow area of a

the moment-produclng capabillty of V/STOL propul- turbine is roughly equal to the sum of all the in-
slon control concepts, divldual nozzle areas. The effective flow area can

) be modulated in two ways, as shown in figure 5.

Minimum response tlmes are also desirable The first method uses splitter vanes which can be

since fast thrust response improves aircraft han- rotated to block some of the individual nozzles.

dling qualities. Current criteria (ref 13) indi- The second method involves ro_,atlng all of the ¢

_ care that differential thrust response should have stator vanes simultaneously to produce an area

a time constant less than .20 seconds, and collec- change in each of the indlvldull nozzles. In prin-

rive thrust response should have a time constant ciple, either method could be adapted to a tip-
less than .30 seconds. "Time constant" (T) is de- turbine llft fan. The first method was demonstrated [

fined as the time required to reach 63 per cent of in reference i. :,
a connanded step change in collective or dlfferen-

,' tlal thrust. Variable-area turbines can be used to cause

: flow transfer between gas-coupled llft fans. The

Analysis of Gas-Coupled Lift Fan System area of one fan turbine can be increased while the
_, area of the opposite fan turbine is decreased by an

Figure 1 identifies the essential elements of equal amount, thus inducing flow transfer fro,. the

; the gas-coupled lift fan system analyzed in this low-area s_de of the system to the hlgh-area side.
study. The system consists of two gas generators, This principle insures that the gas generator oper- 5

two tlp-turblne driven llft fans, and hot gas atlng points are not appreclab]y changed, since the
ductlng to connect the gas generators and fens. total nozzle area seen by both gac generators re-
The cross duct permits power transfer between the mains roughly constant.

" lift fans and thus enables the system to develop a
thrust difference between the two fans for aircraft Figure 6 illustrat_s basic steady-state charac-
attitude control. Total (collective) thrust of the terlstlcs of the varlable-area turbine concept. 2

fans is determined by gas generator power output, Fan thrust ar_i speed, and gas generator exhaust gas
and differential thrust is determined by the emoumt temperature (EGT) are plotted against per cent mud-

of flow transfer through the cross duct. ulatlon of fan turbine area. A modulation of 50
per cent means that one fan turbine is set to 150

From the control designer's viewpoint, a slg- per cent of its nominal area, while the opposite ,
niflcant feature of this system is its four saps- fan turbine is set to 50 per cent of its nominal
rate rotors, which can and will run at four dif- area. Pan thrust and speed are seen to vary lie- I

latent speeds. Ideally, the two gas generator early with turbine area, whlle gas generator EGT t :
rotors will run at the same speed. The fans, how- increases by less than 8 per cent over the full
ever, umst run at different speeds for the system modulatlon range. Gas generator EGT increases
to produce any dlffarentlal thrust. The control sllghtly more on the low-area side than on the high-

problem, therefore, becomes one of finding the area side. This is because excess pressure is re- a
best way of transferlns power from one fan to the quired to induce flow through the cross duct, which
other to induce a fan spend change. The dynamics acts as a pressure lots. The higher back pressure
of fan speed changes will tend to dominate the on the low-area side gas generator causes it to run
overall thrust response time, since the fans have at a higher EGT. The limit on dlfferentlai thrust

a h/jKh polar nmuent of inertia and change speed at capability is set by the amount of area variation _
a relatively slow rate. that can actually be realized with practical hard-

ware. The _+50 per cent modulation range assumed in
The Sat-coupled system analysed in thls study zhls study is consistent with _he experimental re-

' consisted of two J97 8u 8euerator8 and two LF460 suits of reference 1. _.

I/_t fans. The J97 is an existing turbojet engine _
vhleh has been auceaeafulty run In a pa-coupled Flgura 7 shows a plot of available control nmt-
systen coaf£guratlon (tel 3). The analytical ant varsue evailable 1lit for the variable-arms _:

' model for the J97 has been verified by comparison turbine systesn. _or a Siven aircraft configur_Ina,
with the exper/aental results of reference 3. the no-inal lift level during hover will depend on
The LF460 ts s lay-pressure ratio lift/crules fan gross we/_ht, i.e., the amount of fuel or payload

for which ouly perforunce predletlou8 are avail- that the aircraft is carryim8. A V/STOL propulsien
able (ref 14). Table 1 sumariesa the character- system suet be capable of supplying enough differ-
Istlc8 of the J97/LF460 syatm for the oomLnal antlal thrust to met aircraft requirements over s

2
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normal range of gross weights. Figure 7 also shows fact is illustrated in figure 10, which shows avail-

a band of typical d2fferential thrust requirements, able control moment versus available lift for the /
For this study, it was assumed that aircraft moment throttling-valve concept. Although available con-

of inertia is proportional to gross weight, a con- trol moment is less at higher lift levels, it is
ssrvatlve aasumptlon for most configurations. The still sufficient to meet most requirements.
reduction in moment of inertia at low gross weights

causes a corresponding reduction in the differential Transient Response. - The transient response

thrust requirement at low gross weights, i.e., low characteristics of the throttling-valve concept ./
lift levels. This explains the positive slope of will be presented as typical for a gas-coupled lift
the band of requirements shown in figure 7. fan system. Transient response of the variable-areal t

turbine system is discussed in reference 1. As men-
Figure 7 indicates that the variable-area tur- tinned earlier, transient response of the gas-

bLna concept can exceed typical moment requirements, coupled system tends to be dominated by fan rotor
The positive slope of the moment versus lift char- dynamics. To get good moment response from such a
acteristic can be explained by the method used to system, it is necessary to supply excess gas power
modulate total lift. For this study, lift was mod- to the fan as quickly as possible. Gas power is a

ulated by chamg£ng gas generator power setting at function of both flow rate and temperature. The
comet Jot fan turbine area. At low power settings, throttling valve controls the amount of flow trans-

the total flow available to both fan turbines is fer to the increasing-thrust fan, and gas generator
reduced. This causes a corresponding reduction in fuel flow determines gas temperature. Therefore,

the amount of flow which can be transfered to pro- moment response time can be minimized by applying _ :
duct differential thrust. The moment versus llft lead compensation to the throttllng valve and by

- characteristic of the variable-area turbine system sending an anticipation signal to the gas generator

is not a problem, since it _atches the trend of the fuel control.
requirements.

Figure 11 shows a control system designed to

As noted earlier, the gas-coupled system re- take advantage of both effects. A "moment command" _!
quires a fan speed increase to generete differer_tal signal results in three kinds of action - movement
thrust. Therefore, the fan must be designed to ac- of the throttling valve on one side (with lead com-

coumodate overspeeds relative to the zero-moment pensation to cause an initial overshoot in valve

condition. The LF460 fan was designed for the V/ position) ; an increase in fuel flow to both gas
" STOL application and runs below its limiting speed generators; and a change in spoiler position on the

even when generating maximum differential thrust, throttled side (with lag compensation to match the

In general, the limiting speed for a tlp-turbine response of the spoiled fan to the fan on the op-
_, llft fan should be chosen to match the maximum fore- poslte slde). A "collective thrust command" causes

seeable differential thrust requirements for dif- a change in fuel flow to both gas generators as well
: ferent aircraft configurations, as a transient reset of spoiler position, as will

be discussed later.
Throttling Valves. - The variable-area turbim ,_

concept requires complexity in the fan design. To Figure 12 shows moment response of the throe-

- surmount this difficulty, a more recent concept tling-valve system with the control system of fig-
knots as Energy Transfer and Control (ZTaC) (ref 3) ure 11. The moment response time constant is .16
hu been developed. As shown in figure 8, this con- seconds, within the range of V/STOL requirements.
cept employs throttling valves located in the duct-
i_ Just upstream of the fan turbines. By partial- For the throttling-valve concept, collective

ly closLnl the valve upstream of one fan turbine thrust changes are made by chenging gas generator
and lemvJ_ E the opposite valve fully open, flow can power setting. The dynamics of the process are
be diverted through the cross duct to increase the dominated by fan rotor dyne-its. Ho_mver, since
speed end thrust of the fan on the unthrottlad side. spoilers are already required for generating mom- _ *

cots, they can also be used to quicken the collec-- t

Fisure 9 shows the basic steady-state charec- tlve thrust respense. This can be accomplished by
taristice of the thro*.tling-velve concept. As seen presetting the spoilers to reduce the thrust of the
in figure 9, the thrust characteristic of the throe- fans by a small amount (10 per cent for this study).
tlLnJ-velve concept is ilylmatrlc. This is due to Nhen a collective thrust increase is commanded,

the imcrex_e in gas generator ROT (about 12 per this spoiled thrust is made available to quicken _
cent over the available throttling range). This the response. As fen speed rises to the requested
partly comp_imtee for the pressure drop across the level, the spoilers are reset to their original
throttllnl valve and tends to increase the gas pm_- position. This function is labeled "transient re-

ef available to the throttled fan. To meintain set" in the contro_ echeumtic of figure 11. Figure
total lift constant while control moments ere being 13 show the collective thrust response with a con-
|enarnted. the throttled fan must be "spoiled" to trol system of this type. The time constant is .09
reduce its thrust level. Spoiling can be teens- seconds, veil within the range of V/STOL require-

pliehed by louvers in the fan axheu0t, or by vent- sent|. For the upper 10 per cent of the available
i_ flow out the e/de of the fen exhaust duct. lift, vhere this technique cannot be used, tha col-

lective thrust response has a t/me constant of .25
Nmmmt capability of the throttling-valve con- seconds (raf $), still within the required range.

Clpt i| lhaited by the |st generator EGT limit. AJ At lover lift levels the collective thrust response

• 888 8onerator power eettinS is reducedt _ is also is uargimtl (ref 5) when the spoiling technique is
rodt_od. This /,,plies thee, at low power settings, not uNd. The spoiling technique Involves a pen-
mru usrgtn is available for tncrele/a8 EGT before ally in fuel conmmption of about 10 per cent.

the 14..it is reached, Thereforep the throttling- This penalty is considered unimportant since boy-
valve concept can develop more control umeeat at ering time le of short duration competed to overall _

low power lettinlS, l,e., low lift levels. This mission t/me.

3
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The above results show that a gas-coupled sys- how fan blade angle of incidence can be varied by
t am can meet V/STOL thrust response requirements varlable- tch blades or variable IGV' s.
when appropriate propulsion controls are used. This

conclusion should be considered preliminary until Collective thrust is modulated by collectively
full-scale llft fan8 of the required size are built changing th.- pitch angles or IGV settings. Differ-
and tasted. At present, only estimated values for entlal thrust changes are produced by differential-

fan polar moment of inertia are available, and these ly changing "he pitch angles or IGV settings of op-
estimates might prove optimistic. Furthermore, fan posed fans. The high-thrust fan absorbs power from
polar moment of inertia increases with fan size. the low-thrust fan, with the power transfer occur-
Therefore, the above results should be considered ring through the cross shaft. Total power absorbed I
typical only for 1lit fans in the same thrust class by both fans remains roughly constant.
(56,850N) as the LF460.

The analytical mode] for the shaft-coupled sys-

Comparlson of ThrottllnB-Valve and Varlable- tem was based on the Quiet Clean Short-Haul Exper-
Area Turbine Concepts. - The throttllng-valve and imental Engine (QCSEE), a varlable-pltch fan engine

. variable area turbine concepts both appear capable under development for NASA Lewis Research Center.
, of neetLng V/STOL requirements with appropriate The QCSEE was chosen for this study because of its

propulsion control systems. The variable-area tur- similarity to a V/STOL lift/cruise turbofan conflg- l

bins concept has the ability to generate control urania•, and because the analytical model has been
: moment8 at lower tamper,,,ures than the throttling- verified by comparison with core engine data and
i valve concept. This is esirable since lower tem- fan model data. Table I su_marlzes the character-

" _ perature implies longer engine life. Variable-area istics of the QCSEE for the nominal takeoff condl-
: " _ turbines might also provide flexlbillty for optl- tlon assumed in thls study. Analytical results are

_ _ mizing fuel cons•apt/on during mission segments normalized with respect to the values shown in Table

other than hover (e.g., cruise, loiter), but that 1.
aspect of their performance was not covered in this

study. Figure 15 shows the steady-state characteristics
_" of the variable-pitch fan concept. Fan thrust and

The variable-area turbine and throttling-valve gas generator EGT are plotted against differential
concepts have noticeably different moment versus pitch setting. The thrust characteristics of the
lift characteristics, as is evident from a cemparl- opposed fans are sy_netrlc, and control moment is

son of figures 7 and I0. This difference Is also produced at roughly constant gas generator tempera-
;_ due to the fact that the throttling-valve concept ture. The steady-state characteristics of the vat-

produces control moments at higher temperatures lable-IGV system are similar. For the varimble-
than the variable-area turbine concept. At low pitch and IGV concepts, available control moment is
llft levels, the throttllng-valve concept produces limited by the maximum fan blade angle of incidence

large control momenta because of corregpondlngly that can be attained while still maintaining •c-
large temperature increases. For the varlable-area ceptable stall margin. For this study, the varl-

_: turbine concept, the reduction in available control able-pitch fan was limited to a blade pitch angle
moment at low lift levels is not likely to cause 10 degrees greater than the design value. For the

:'_ - problems since the moment Is still in excess of typ- ICV concept, the flow turning angle wag limited to
ical requirements. 10 degrees from the axial direction. Both of these

limits apply only to the fan which is increasing
The relative cost and performance of the twn in pressure ratio, b decrease in pressure ratio

systems is difficult to assess without ass•sing generally increases stall margin.
specific aircraft configurgtlon8 and mission re-

quirements. Innovative designs for variable-area Figure 16 shows a coup•rig-- _f available con- _
turbines, throttling valves, and thrust spoilers trol moment versus available 1 ..c for the variable-

:r Should be sought before a final conclusion Is pitch and varlable-ICV concepts. In this analysis,
* reached. Both systems are quite complex compared fan speed and fan nozzle area were held constant .!

to convent/anal propulsion •ys:ang_ and either one over the moment versus llft range shown in figure o

will require extensive development effort on unique 16. The variable-pitch and It;" concepts are seen
components and ovarall system lntqrgtion, to produce very similar perforuauce. The reduction

in my•Liable control moment at high lift levels is

Analysis of Shaft-Couplnd Lift Fan System due co the linit on umximun blade pitch angle or '*
ICV flow turning angle. The amount of thrust that

Figure 2 shows the elements of the shaft- can be produced on the high-thrust 81de Is fixed
coupled lift fan system analysnd in this study, rnegrdlag• of total lift level. Therefore, as
The rye fan8 ara cot•acted to etch other by 8 cross total lift increases, the available thrust lncra-

_. shaft and 8enrboxeg. The fans can be either of the sent (relative to the zero-4nomant condition) im re- _i
variable-pitch type or fixed-pltch type with varl- ducod.

able fan inlet guide vanes (ICY'e). In enny stupor-
tent respects, the system resembles a tandem-rotor Aa sho_ by figure 16, the ahaft-couplnd system ._,
helicopter, produces less differs•taxi thrust tlum may he re- _

quirod by ecma aircraft configurations. .'hie is a _L

Usually the fans •re run at constant speed. To characteristic of the particular euglne cycle 8n8- /_
- gull•rain the constant fan spend. 8is goner•tar speed lygnd in this study, and is due to the relative

" is varind to changu the total p8 power supplied to size of the 88o gunsrit•r and fan. The qcseu •us

_. the fen t_Jrbl•@l. To modulate thrust, either col- generator can supply enough pmmr to drive both _'
lactively or ditferontiglly, with the fen speed fens close to the upper ll_Lt of blade pitch a_l• ¢,
constant. • i_ o_ the•simS the fen pressure facto or IGV senti•S| therefore, a relatively snail •aunt

la ruquired. The fan pr_sure ratio Is a function of blade pitch or IGV anSI• is available for gener-
al blada angle of incidents. Figure 14 lllugtratns •tinS control momenta. This sit•anion could be

_t
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altered by _._lng a ml[ghtly larger fan, which would is applicable for this type of Input. A collective
absorb more power at lower blade angles of tncl- pitch change requires a reset of gas generator speed

dents, thus lea_ing more margin available for gen- demand, which is accomplished through the fan speed
crating control moments. As is also the case for control, For very large collective pitch changes,
a gas-coupled system, the optimum tan size for a gas generator surge and temperature limits could el-

shaft-coupled system will depend on the dlfferen- feet the transient response, but for typical V/STOL

t_al thrust requirements of specific aircraft con- requirements (roughly + i0 per cent llft modulation

figurations. If a given fan is intended for use in about a nominal llft level) this Is not a problem.

several different aircraft, it should be sized to The time constant for the collective thrust change

- meet the largest foreseeable differential thrust is .17 seconds, within the range of V/STOL require-

requirement, ments, t

Transient Response. - Since tile fans in the Since the fans In the shaft-coupled system run

shaft-coupled system can usually be assumed to run at constant speed, their polar moment of inertia
at constant speed, the transient response is funds- does not have a primary effect on thrust response.

• mentally different from the response of a gas- As fan inertia Increases, however, the torsional

coupled system. For small changes in fan thrust, resonance will tend to occur at lower frequencies.

the dynamics are primarily determined by the rate A low-frequency resonance will generally complicate

at which fan pitch or IGV setting can be changed, the problem of avoiding resonance whlle stlll meet-

A slgnlflcant factor in the dynamics of tile slmft- lag response requirements. An addltlonal important

coupled system is the torsional resonance of the effect for the shaft-coupled system concerns the

cross shaft and fans. The cross shaft acts llke a number of interconnected fans. Unlike the two-fan

torsional spring, and the fans act llke lumped in- system analyzed in this study, a three-fan system

ertlas. The result is a lightly damped spring/ will have more than one resonant frequency to be

mass type of resonance, avoided. These problems can be overcome provided

they are appreciated at an early stage of develop-

The transient response characteristics of the ment, and provided that an integrated approach is

variable-pitch and variable-IGV concepts are vlr- used in the design of an alrcraft/propulslon con-

tually Identlcal. Therefore, for illustrative trol system.

purposes, only result_ for the variable-pltch con-

cept will be presented. Comparison of Varlable-Pltch and Varlable-IGV
Concepts. - The results of this study indicate that

Figure 17 shows the response of the shaft- varlable-pltch and variable IGV's give slmllar per-

coupled system to a step input of differential formance in a shaft-coupled turbofan system. In

blade pitch angle. For the transient shown in general, variable IGV's offer less overall range In

figure 17, fuel flow to both gas generators was modulating fan thrust (a variable-pltch fan can pro-
held constant to determine the basic system re- duce reverse thrust), but for the V/STOL control ap-

sponse without controls. The oscillation in fan pllcatlon variable ICe's appear promising. Compared

thrust is due to the torsional resonance, which to varlable-pltch, variable IGV's offer a simplified

causes an oscillation in fan speed. This type of actuation system since the moving parts need not be
oscillation is unacceptable in a practical system, packaged inside a rotating fan hub. A fixed-pitch

Similar problems occur in shaft-coupled helicopter fan also offers more design options than a variable- _ ;
; propulsion systems (ref 15), and the technology pitch fan, since features such as blade mld-span

for solving them is generally available, dampers can be incorporated. In this study, the
analysis for the variable-IGV concept was based on

The oscillation shown in figure 17 occurs at scaled experimental data and simplified fan per-

about 12 Hertz. Electronic filters can be designed formanee prediction methods. Therefore, additional

which prevent inputs in that frequency range from fan aerodynamic design studies and experiments are !

being applied to the blade pitch actuators, thus needed to substantiate the analysis performed in
preventing excitation of the resonance through the this study.
blade pitch input. Figure 18 shows a control sys- ?

tem with such a filter in the fan pitch actuation Cc_npensation for Gas Generator Failures
system. Also shown is a speed control for the

fans. Figure 19 shows the transient response of A V/STOL llft fan system must be capable of
the shaft-coupled system with the controls of fig- providing balanced lift after a gas generator fail-
ure 18. The torsional resonance is suppressed, ure. For completeness, the propulsion control as-
but the response time is noticeably increased by peers of gas generator failure compensation will be

the presence of the filter. The time constant is discussed qualltatively for both the gas and shaft-
.16 seconds, still within the range vf V/S,'OL re- coupled systems.
qulrements. In this study, a simple second-order
lowpass filter was used to prevent excitation of In a gas-coupled system of the type analyzed in
the resonance. A hlgher-order notch filter might this study, rue gas generators drive two fans

succeed in improving the response time, but in through a couwn ducting system. Each fan turbine
this study a conservative approach was used since is nomlnally sized to accept the flow from one gas
the simple second-order filter Is adequate to meet generator. If one gas generator falls, the elite-
the requirement. In general, the avoidance of five flow area of each fan turbine must be reduced
torsional resonance should be approached as a prob- by half to compensate for the Ions of half the

• lea in alrcraft/propulslon control Integration, original flow. This is most readily accomplished
since the fan pitch controller will be an element by a fan turbine design which provides for shutting
inside an overall aircraft attitude control loop. off half of the available turbine aohmission are.

The LF460, for example, has its turblna inlet scroll
Figure 20 shows the collective thrust response separated Into two isolated 18e-degree admission

of the sbeft-coupled system for a step input in arcs. Half of the scroll can be shut off by closing
collectivs pitch. The control system of f/41ure IB a valve. Therefore, when a gas generator failure

S
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occurs, the control system must sense the failure 3. As a typlcal shaft-coupled system, the t
and close two valves, one for each fan. The failed variable-pitch fan concept appears capable of
gas generator must also be isolated to prevent hot meeting V/STOL thrust response requirements.
gas from escaping through it in the reverse direc-
tion. This is done by shutting a third valve (pos- 4. The shaft-coupled system exhibits s torsion-
sibly a passive check valve) Just downstream of the al resonance which must be avoided through careful
gas generator exhaust. Once the valve is closed, aircraft/propulsion control integration.
the gas generator cannot be restarted until after -i ,
the a_rcraft lands or transitions to conventional The above conclusions are based on an analyti-

" flight, cal study and should be considered preliminary !
: until full-scale hardware experience is gained. It I

In sugary, the gas-coupled system requires is worthwhile to note some of the potential problem .
controls which are capable of sensing a gas genera- areas that were not covered In this study but which

tot failure and closing the appropriate valves, should be investigated in the future.
Analytical results for system performance with a

6 failed gas generator are presented in reference 4. l. Mismatched engines - Usually, any two en-
Experimental results are presented in reference 16. glnes of the same model will show some difference

£n actual performance as a result of manufacturing _
Gas generator failure compensation for the tolerances and component deterioration. For both _

shaft-coupled system is simpler, and resembles cur- gas and shaft-coupled systems, the performance
rent practice for shaft-coupled helicopter propul- variations and control problems resulr{._g from such __
sion systems. Each fan is connected to its fan mismatches should be investigated. _
turbine through an overrunning clutch. If a gas
generator fails, the fan turbine stops producing 2. Component nonlinearities - Since V/STOL |
power, and the overrunning clutch disengages, propulsion systems will be elements of an over•ll !
Power is transferred through the cross shaft to aircraft control system, it is essential that fun- _
the fan on the failed side. Since the total power damental nonlinearities (e.g., hysteresis, dead-
available to each fan is cut in half. blade pitch band) be minimized. Specialized components such as _
or IGV setting must be collectively reduced. This variable-pitch actuators and throttling valv'J must
action can probably be left up to the pilot, as is be designed with this problem in mind.
usually the case with helicopters. An automatic
reset of fan speed and nozzle area might be dealt- 3. Pilot/alrcraft/propulslon interactions -
able to maximlze thrust at the new fan operating Kith•ugh propulsion dynamlcs are •n essential part
point. If the gas generator failure is temporary of overall system dynamics, all the ele_nts •howe *
(e.g., a compressor stall), restart can beattempte& in figure 3 must be interconnected before integrated

system behavior can be explored. To a great ex-
In stmnery, the shaft-coupled system does not tent, this can be accompllshed with piloted fllght

require •utom•tlc controls to successfully com- simulators incorporating realistic alrcraft/propul-
pc•sate for a gas generator failure, although sloe analytical models.
pilot action to reduce collectlve blade pitch or
IGV angle is required. 4. Reliabtlitv/umlntainabtlity/cost - Due to ;

the laces number of sensors, actuators, and inter-
Concluslons connections required in • V/STOL elrcr•ft/_ropul-

slon control 8y•tem, effort must be devoted to
For the ga•-coupled llft fan system, the major developlng the components and redundancy archltec-

conclusions of this study •re: Cures needed for a ••fe, reasonably-prlced system.

I. /miming proper fan sizing, beth the varl- Although the re•ult• of thls analytical study
able-•ran turbine and throttllng-velve concepts are ere encouraging, most of the developuent work on
capable of producing control moment• in execs• of V/STOL integrated alrcraft/propulslon control•
typlcal V/STOL requirements. •till remains to be done. Before V/STOL aircraft

can become coat-effective operational systems, •
2. As a typical Sis-coupled system, the throt- brond-speetrmacontrols technology effort suet be

tlin8-valve concept appears capable of me•tins V/ undertaken to demonstrate solutions to the poten-
STOL thrust response requtremmt• when appropriate tial problems noted above.
propulsion controls are used.
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Table I Characterletics of VTOL llft fan eyeless at rims/hal takeoff condition

Gas-Coupled I Shaft -Coupled

: _J97/_P4_o) (qcszz)

Fan Thrust (Y,) 56,850 N (12,780 lbf) 77,980 N (17,530 lbf)

Fan Speed (_.) 3_7 rpm 3082 r_

Yah Pressure Itatlo 1.29 1.21 ._

Fan Airflm* 257 k_/eec (366 lb_/ese) J _% ks/sac (87& Its/sac)

Ges Generator Speed 13,855 rpu i 13.104 rim

G_ Generator Airflow 31.4 kS/sac (69.2 lbslesc) 31.0 ksles_ (68.3 ltm/sac)

C4s Generator lbthaust

Gas Tsapetatura (l_r,) 1019 "t (1835 eR) 1182 "t (2128 "1)

?

(1) Sea level static, staudard day
(2) Characteristics strum are for s single an_ies

?

mine__, --a•. _ Z_TI -j! j!_j_j__.. .
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Figure3. - Elementsofa VISTOLaircrafUpropulsion
controlsystem.
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